
Silicon Valley Hair Institute Announces Update
to San Jose Hair Transplant Information Pages

Silicon Valley Hair Institute, best-in-class hair transplant clinic in the San Francisco Bay Area, is

announcing an update to its San Jose Hair Transplant Page.

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, UNITED STATES, November 27, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Silicon Valley

Our Foster City location is

just minutes from San Jose,

making us ideal for South

Bay residents seeking the

best hair loss clinic in San

Jose.”

Dr. Miguel Canales

Hair Institute, a best-in-class Bay Area hair loss clinic at

https://siliconvalleyhairinstitute.com/, is proud to

announce an update to its San Jose hair transplant page.

San Jose residents who are ready to address a thinning

head of hair may be searching for the best hair loss

surgeon in San Jose, Santa Clara, Milpitas and other

communities in Santa Clara county.  

"Our Foster City location is just minutes from San Jose,

making us ideal for South Bay residents seeking the best

hair loss clinic in San Jose," explained Dr. Miguel Canales, Silicon Valley Hair Institute founder.

"The revised page for directions from San Jose to Foster City helps people find their way from

San Jose, easily."

San Jose residents searching for answers to hair loss can review the updated page at

https://siliconvalleyhairinstitute.com/san-jose-hair-transplant/.  The professional hair loss clinic

provides San Jose hair transplant services and hair restoration therapies for Bay Area residents.

Hair loss issues include women's hair loss, male-pattern baldness, and hair modification for

reassignment surgery. In addition, the clinic provides hair rejuvenation protocols,

micropigmentation, and FUE/FUT procedures for Bay Area men and women.  Residents can

review the clinic's in-depth blog post for San Jose at

https://siliconvalleyhairinstitute.com/traveling-north-for-your-hair-transplant-from-san-jose/ and

those who want to learn San Jose specifics should visit https://siliconvalleyhairinstitute.com/san-

jose-hair-transplant/.  Dr. Canales can meet with individuals for a private one-on-one, no-

obligation consultation in person or via conference call.  The clinic is located in Foster City and

serves the surrounding communities, including San Jose, Cupertino, Sunnyvale, San Bruno, Palo

Alto, and Redwood City.     

SAN JOSE HAIR TRANSPLANT IS MINUTES AWAY IN FOSTER CITY
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Here is the background on this release.  Surgical procedures in the Bay Area may now include

drive-through or teleconference options.  A prospective patient can meet with a medically-

certified expert and schedule immediate surgery.  Indeed, a quick visit and surgery may seem

fine for some procedures, but other surgeries can still require a more traditional approach.  Hair

restoration surgery can be seen as a lifetime investment.  Speaking with a highly trained medical

surgeon for a complete in-person evaluation could be the right approach to success.  For these

reasons a professional hair transplant clinic serving residents along the Bay Area Peninsula

announces a new update to the location page.  Finding the best San Jose hair transplant surgeon

can include a quick trip to Foster City.

ABOUT THE SILICON VALLEY HAIR INSTITUTE

Silicon Valley Hair Institute (https://siliconvalleyhairinstitute.com/), under the leadership of top-

rated California hair transplant surgeon Dr. Miguel Canales - is one of the best robotic hair

transplant clinics in the San Francisco Bay Area.  Dr. Canales provides both the FUT (FUT

(Follicular Unit Transplant at https://siliconvalleyhairinstitute.com/fut-surgery/) and FUE hair

transplant (Follicular Unit Extraction at https://siliconvalleyhairinstitute.com/fue-hair-transplant/)

procedures. The Silicon Valley Hair Institute specializes in hair loss and restoration needs in San

Francisco, San Jose, and the Silicon Valley Peninsula (Sunnyvale, Mountain View, Palo Alto, Los

Altos, Menlo Park, Atherton, Redwood City, and beyond.).
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